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Chemistry The Science In Context
The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation has announced that James G. Anderson, the Philip S. Weld Professor in Chemistry at Harvard ...
James Anderson Wins 2021 Dreyfus Prize in Environmental Chemistry
The G3 award is granted yearly to organizations who work for diversity in the field of space research and have shown excellent results.
BGU program promoting girls in STEM wins Astronautical Federation G3 prize
For example, redox chemistry is introduced in Unit 1 in the context of properties of neutral metals vs ... Each activity is written following the Science Writing Heuristic, which encourages inquiry ...
Chemistry in the Community, 6th Edition
The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation has announced that James (Jim) G. Anderson is the recipient of the organization's highest honor and only international prize, the 2021 Dreyfus Prize in the ...
James Anderson wins the Dreyfus Foundation's high honor
Geoscientists will play key roles in the grand challenges of the twenty-first century, but this requires our field to address its past when it comes to diversity and inclusion. Considering the bleak ...
A UK perspective on tackling the geoscience racial diversity crisis in the Global North
Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh, worked at the heart of seventeenth-century scientific debates — in the shadow of her brother, Robert Boyle.
An incomparable intellectual who fell through the cracks of history
A research group led by Professor Xiang David LI from the Research Division for Chemistry and the Department ... partners in the complex cellular context, but also simultaneously allows the ...
New chemical tool that sheds light on how proteins recognise and interact with each other
These colorful, 64-page books help your curious young scientist explore the science in everyday life. ChemCom explains concepts in the context of societal issues. Students learn chemistry on a need-to ...
Books & Magazines
The Secret History of Home Economics,” by Danielle Dreilinger, relates the surprising story of a discipline rooted in practical science and clever innovation.
Much More Than Muffins: The Women Scientists Who Invented Home Ec
The chemical engineering undergraduate curriculum provides a thorough grounding in chemistry ... in engineering science and engineering design. Relevant clusters of studies in the humanities and ...
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
"We've discovered a new context for nanochannels functionalized by grafting their inner walls with charged polymer molecules (also known as polyelectrolytes or PEs)," Das said, referring to the ...
Surprising ionic and flow behaviors with functionalized nanochannels
Chemistry for Industry or Laboratory Science. We looked at qualifications which can be studied as either stand-alone classroom qualifications on a full- or part-time basis, or in the context of an ...
Higher technical education
Biochemistry at the University of St. Thomas blends biology and chemistry by using molecular principles to ... with the structure and function of biological molecules in the context of living systems ...
Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
Mannathan, Department of Chemistry. Prof. D.Narayana Rao expressed that “Industrial collaboration is very much necessary in the context of ... the aim of catalysis science in 21st century”.
Chemistry expert address students at SRMAP's University distinguished Lecture Series
In a challenging year for collaboration, three members of the Class of 2022 are being honored for using the moment to ask big research questions and produce scholarship that shows originality and ...
The 2021 Faculty Scholars: Three Undergraduates Showing an Exceptional Research Record
Opportunities to interact in a research context with select faculty are available ... including courses in physics, mathematics and chemistry. Students whose undergraduate training is in a science ...
Master of Science in Geosciences
To help us wade through the pseudo-science, we’ve assembled a panel of actual scientists — a dermatologist, a cosmetic formulator and a chemistry ... to find out the context for claims ...
Is fear-mongering in the beauty industry out of control?
Until a few years ago, the social context in which these sculptures had ... Professor Richard Evershed, Head of the Institute for Organic Chemistry at the University of Bristol and co-author ...
3,500-year-old honeypot is the oldest direct evidence for honey collecting in Africa
This tool not only facilitates the identification of a protein's interacting partners in the complex cellular context ... LI from the Research Division for Chemistry and the Department of ...
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